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About This Game

Roll your way through 20 levels in this fast, minimalistic 3D platform game.
Interact with purple cubes to launch various mechanisms at levels, that will test your dexterity and reaction on your way to the

finish.
Also, your opponents will be gravity and terrible controls.

At the end of the journey you will receive a reward... or maybe not.

Controls:
WASD(Arrows) - Movement

Main menu theme:
- alimar - Nature

Music by Joakim Karud:
- Joakim Karud - Canals

- Joakim Karud - Piano Sax
- Joakim Karud - Vibe With Me

- Joakim Karud - Clouds
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Title: ROLL!
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
SAARSE
Publisher:
SAARSE
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Russian,Ukrainian,Simplified
Chinese,Japanese,Turkish,Czech,Polish,Finnish,Swedish,Greek,Norwegian,Italian,Arabic,Korean,Bulgarian,Vietnamese
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Dumbest game I have ever played.. first 5 mins I was constantly saying to myself that none of this would ever happen..
How would your character know where your right arm is in the water? Why would the police officers room be so large that it
would require someone to pull a handle to signal him when he is a robot.. just make the thing half as small so he can see people
coming..
Why did a light pole have 7 holes in it so that someone could put poles in it to climb it but only have 5 of them in there and not
7.. Why would you cross the gate while your torso is still standing up?
The questions are endless and it would've just got dumber. Don't play this game if you want games to make sense.. I bought this
VN as soon as it was released. In my opinion, it\u2019s not for everyone since everything\u2019s so silly and the game itself is
aware of that. Some people enjoy that, others don\u2019t. Being honest, I liked this game. It was fun and I enjoyed the battle
system. The story has a lot of possibilities, and that caught my attention. You just really need to save your playthrough a lot, to
avoid problems.

The only thing that I found annoying was the VA. It was supposed to be bad (at least I think that), but it got somewhat over the
edge here. It started to bother me after a while, so I turned the sound off. Overall, it was a fun ride!

6\/10.. i dont like it. Interesting little clicker game if you're into them. However, I am going to have to call this game out for not
including the Green or Libertarian parties. :P. There seems to be some tracking issues with the world moving as you get closer to
some objects. It is very disorienting and is the first game to give me motion sickness.
I can see the potential for this app, but the foundations need to be solid.. Good game if a bit pricey. I have played this game a
long time ago so it's not a new game per se. However the graphics hold up nicely and the story is cute. I like the extra's like the
wallpapers and it does have a travel map too. All in all good game but wish it was a bit cheaper considering it's age.
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I love it but i just don't know hoe to work it i need some help please!. Typical Milestone, physics that allows semi-folding
maneuvers to get faster times. Or running and abusing curbs on a bloody Motogp bike, where they never use them because guess
what... You'd be fkin flying off the bike if you tried.. So ♥♥♥♥ing bad. The only pro is the graphics..
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAAH
crap.. The game is fun and comes with a nice gameplay, graphics, sound/music and interface. Sometimes it becomes a little
annoying because it's not as easy as other games and you really have to try and find out how things work. Wine making seems
not to be too easy :) A few bankruptcies are a painful part of the journey to a classy winery!. it's kinda frustrating to go to lower
level but suprisingly... right after buy and download the game... me already finish normal mode... are the nightmare mode are
NIGHTMARE and are someone already win the contest already??
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